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  Karmic Astrology Martin Schulman,1982
  Karmic Astrology Copper Moon,ALIO Publishing Group,2023-08-30 Did you know you can use
knowledge about your astrological signs to do shadow work on easy mode? In Karmic Astrology, the
reader is invited to take a journey across time and space where all 12 zodiac signs are exposed and
put to the fire - WITH TOUGH LOVE! - under the microscope called karma (the law of cause and
effect). By the end, you'll be fully aware of the biggest blind spots native to your sun sign - plus
practical ways to overcome them. There are two kinds of astrology that exist in this world: one is for
entertainment, and the other is for self-attainment. This book by new author Copper Moon falls in
the second camp. Buy your copy today and learn how to make the most of your star sign's inherent
karma to pass life's most pressing lessons - and level-up in the process. (For those unfamiliar,
shadow work is essentially self-improvement on steroids. It calls us to take a cold honest look at
ourselves, and accept aspects of our character we'd rather not confront. The process is not always
pleasant, but the personal payoff is tremendous.)
  Discovering Your Soul Mission Linda Brady,Evan St. Lifer,1998 If you have a nagging feeling
that somehow your life has gotten off track, Discovering Your Soul Mission can help you create the
most fulfilling life possible. Karmic astrologer and holistic teacher Linda Brady, along with coauthor
Evan St. Lifer, shows how the desires of our personalities--what we think we want--clash with the
needs of our souls--what will make us truly happy. In order to pinpoint your soul mission, Brady uses
the technique of karmic astrology, which--unlike the more familiar sun-sign astrology--delves into
areas known previously only to the cognoscenti. With this easy-to-use method, you do not have to get
an astrological chart. All the required information is provided to instantly discover the sign ruling
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your soul mission. You will learn your Soul Pattern sign, which governs old habits you need to let go,
and your Soul Potential sign, which indicates your latent qualities and hidden talents that must be
developed to follow your true path. Virgo perfectionism, for instance, can give way to Pisces
intuition, Sagittarian procrastination to Gemini creativity. Brady then offers numerous meditation,
journaling, dreamwork, and other exercises to explore and incorporate your soul mission into your
current life. Other planetary influences also shape the particular flavor of your mission. For example,
the book includes tables to find out what sign rules your style of communication and shows you how
to use that personal style to further enhance your mission. This lively, interactive handbook will set
you on your true path.
  Karmic Astrology Ruth Aharoni,2012
  Karmic Astrology Martin Schulman,1979-06-03
  The Astrological Karma of the USA Steffan G. Vanel,2004-09 Further information regarding
this book and its author, including the Table of Contents, Foreward, and the chapter The
Astrological Karma of George W. Bush can be found at: www.spiritualcompany.com
  Karmic Astrology Martin Schulman,1975 After introductory chapters on reincarnation and
karma and the astrology of reincarnation, The Moon's Nodes and Reincarnation gives a complete
delineation of the nodes by sign and house position; a chapter on aspects to the nodes; sample
delineations; and an appendix giving nodal positions from 1850 to 2000 A.D.
  Life-challenge Astrology Richard Strauss,1989
  Understanding Karmic Complexes Patricia l Walsh,2009-09-01 While studying Evolutionary
Astrology with Jeff Green, regression therapist Patricia Walsh realised that the potent combination
of the two disciplines could help to resolve current issues which have their roots in past life
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experiences. The types ofissues that arise in past life regressions to be healed are also the exact
dynamics that Evolutionary Astrology aims to describe.
  Karmic Astrology Ruth Aharoni,2007 Is there a karmic connection that binds us to the closest
people in our lives? If so, how can we gain insight from past incarnations? Perhaps the answers to
these mind-boggling riddles lie in the stars. In Karmic Astrology, Ruth Aharoni demonstrates how to
learn from the karmic footprints visible in an astrological birth chart. She identifies the distinctive
karmic characteristics found in the astrological signs, planets, aspects, houses, nodes, and elements.
This groundbreaking book can help readers identify karmic partners, understand why a particular
mate was chosen, and improve current relations with friends, family members, and spouses. In
addition to valuable relationship insight, this book also provides advice and meditations for
attracting a soul mate.
  Karma and Your Sun Sign Joan Kilgen,1995-06-01
  The Karmic Theater R. S. Perinbanayagam,1982
  Karmic Astrology Alio Publishing Group,Copper Moon,2023-09-03 Did you know you can use
knowledge about your astrological signs to do shadow work on easy mode? In Karmic Astrology, the
reader is invited to take a journey across time and space where all 12 zodiac signs are exposed and
put to the fire - WITH TOUGH LOVE! - under the microscope called karma (the law of cause and
effect). By the end, you'll be fully aware of the biggest blind spots native to your sun sign - plus
practical ways to overcome them. There are two kinds of astrology that exist in this world: one is for
entertainment, and the other is for self-attainment. This book by new author Copper Moon falls in
the second camp. Learn how to make the most of your star sign's inherent karma to pass life's most
pressing lessons...and level-up in the process. (For those unfamiliar with the concept, shadow work
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is essentially self-improvement on steroids. It calls us to take a cold honest look at ourselves and
accept aspects of our character we'd rather not confront. The process is not always pleasant, but the
personal payoff is tremendous.)
  Karmic Astrology Mari Silva,2023-07-05 Gain a better understanding of how your past life
affects your current reality! Have you ever wondered about the role karma plays in your daily life?
Have you questioned whether your current circumstances have resulted from previous actions? Do
you wonder what steps to take to ensure you are living your life on your terms and not due to the
baggage of past lives? Karmic astrology offers an answer to these questions and more. The karma
you have accumulated in your previous lives-and during the events of your current life-plays a strong
part in determining your current circumstances. While you can take steps to ensure you attract more
positive karma, you first need to understand your existing karma's effect on you. This is karmic
astrology. In this book, you will: Discover how to read your birth chart. Learn more about the zodiac
signs and elements that rule your lives. Gain a deeper knowledge of the planets and their
retrograde, the Moon phases and the lunar nodes, and their respective effects on your life. Learn
more about the astrological houses. Explore how you can align with your karmic life purpose. Find
out how to perform astrological predictions. Learn how to identify, understand, and integrate karmic
lessons into your life. Explore the interconnected concepts of reincarnation and the law of karmic
return. This book is a mix of interesting quizzes, illustrations, and serious facts, ensuring you have a
holistic understanding of karmic astrology practice. So, all you need to do is click the add to cart
button and learn to use karmic astrology to understand and free yourself from the burdens of your
past lives.
  The Karmic Journey Judy Hall,1990 Karmic astrology postulates that we are eternal spiritual
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beings whose past-life patterns can be identified in our birthcharts along with the purpose of our
new incarnation. Drawing on famous case histories, Hall supports this theory and deepens our own
spiritual perceptions by linking them to a pattern laid down in the past.
  Astrology and Reincarnation Manly Palmer Hall,1973
  Karma in the Horoscope Helen Adams Garrett,2011-04 Helen Adams Garrett focuses on the
seven primary indicators of karma in the horoscope in this significant book that features clear
explanations and interpretations of these factors: The Karmic Degree Saturn Retrogrades
Declinations Interceptions The Moon's Nodes Twenty-ninth Degree Here you can easily identify the
important karmic factors in the horoscope and thus take action to prepare for the future and to
resolve the past. Guidelines are also given for identifying the karmic relationships, places, and
events that have a role in the present lifetime. The author concludes the book with information about
cycles and an extensive karmic study of the life and horoscope of well-known psychic Edgar Cayce,
known as the sleeping prophet.
  Saturn in Astrology Mari Silva,2021-07-31 Get acquainted with the planet of Karma! You've read
countless astrology guides that claim to change your life; advice about when to get married, when to
have kids, how to land your dream job, when misfortune is around the corner, and when to invest in
the stock market. But what about something deeper? Advice steeped in the rich mysticism of ancient
India, from a long-forgotten age when the stars truly guided humanity. Our ancestors sought
answers in the constellations, seeking spirituality and meaning in their lives. Astrology is still
revered in India and sought by millions worldwide to help guide them in their day-to-day lives and
spiritual journeys. This is a book about Vedic astrology and how it originated, taking you through the
many complex mysteries of its methods and predictions. Most of all, it is about Saturn, one of the
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most respected astrological planets. What makes Saturn so powerful in predictions conveyed by the
stars? How can you take charge of your life to avoid the arrows of misfortune flung by Saturn? How
can you get rid of bad karma before it overwhelms you? You will find all of the answers in this book.
You will discover: How Saturn is a stern teacher and manifestation of your karma Saturn's
astrological profile and how it works with your birth chart The good astrological houses to seek, the
bad ones to avoid, and how Saturn can help you The best planetary combinations Saturn has to offer
to bring you energy and luck A bonus section on special yoga postures to unblock your inhibited
pressures, with special application to Saturn's needs How to ensure Saturn keeps smiling on you in
all that you do and seek Once you gain a deeper understanding of Saturn, you'll see this planet is a
wise teacher that values what you need over what you want. Get your copy of this guide now, and
embark on this wonderful journey of knowledge and enlightenment.
  The Lives You Live as Revealed in the Heavens Ted George,1976 Covers karma, previous
incarnations, the twelfth house, present life, aspirations, next life & the advancement of the soul.
Houses & planets are delineated.
  Karmic Astrology Monika Correia Nobre,2023-09-20 A COMPLETE GUIDE that will allow you to
read the karmic information in the natal chart with all the keys to interpret it!! the Sun, the Moon,
the Planets and the Nodes, all the positions by House and by Sign, the retrograde planets and the
existing karma in the intercepted signs. And also: Family Karma, karmic synastry and the esoteric
keys for each of the Zodiac Signs. Who was he in his previous life? how did he live? What was your
role in relation to this person? why do you have this gift? All questions have a karmic answer written
in the Natal Chart. Through the study of Karmic Astrology, it is possible to know which of the actions
carried out in past incarnations remain active in the present life and in what way it is convenient to
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transit them. The teachings compiled in this book allow us to understand the natal map as an
account of the path of the Soul, in which past lives and the evolutionary direction of the Being are
read. After twenty-five years of work and research, the author shares the key concepts of the Karmic
Astrology: a language that interprets the Natal Chart from a spiritual approach. Karma is the best
tool of evolution because it confronts us with our previous movements and their results in the game
of Life. Its purpose is the wonderful learning that we are all One, even in our individuality: we are all
interrelated. What we do, we think, we feel affects everything that surrounds us. And everything that
happens on the planet, no matter how distant it may seem, transforms us. When we can correctly
decipher the karma of the natal map, a healing process begins, in which the astrologer collaborates
with the person to direct their energy in an evolutionary sense.
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